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Scale risk assessment and laboratory selection of 
an inhibitor in a geothermal plant exploiting high salinity brine

INTRODUCTION

Scale formation keeps attracting the attention of operators, both in Oil&Gas and Geothermal plants, as it is a hindrance in smooth production of the fluids and can potentially generate negative economic impacts.

Scale formation is mainly triggered by changes in the physical-chemical properties of fluids during production (e.g., pH, partial pressure of CO2, temperature, and pressure), or induced by chemical incompatibility when commingling two

different water streams.

In the geothermal sector, scale can affect not only well productivity, but it can deeply limit the degree of utilization of heat carried by the fluids.

As geothermal is unanimously considered a safe, clean, green and renewable energy, it becomes of utmost importance to minimize operation costs in order to make its production competitive with other industrial sectors nowadays present.

As a consequence, the development and selection of efficient tailor-made chemical inhibitors with low environmental impact active components, is a crucial step towards the minimization of both operating (OpEx) and capital (CapEx) expenses.

A preliminary assessment of the dominant scaling species and their tendency to precipitate was carried out via software simulation. 

Since the source of Sulphur for the exotic scale formation was neither detected in the brine as S2-
aq species, nor in the gas phase as H2S, two different scenarios were taken 

into consideration and evaluated for the pre-scaling precipitation tendency, defined as the scaling tendency before any solids are formed.

The instrument utilized for the

selection, provided with the guidelines

input after software simulations, is the

Dynamic Scale Loop (DSL)

apparatus, widely used in Oil&Gas

sector for the assessment of the scale

inhibitors effectiveness.

It can therefore be used as a valuable

tool to ascertain also the inhibition

capabilities of tailored chemicals in a

harsh geothermal scenario.

One geothermal plant in Central Europe is

using a binary system and produces

electricity through an Organic Rankine

Cycle (ORC) geothermally-driven by

high enthalpy fluid completely reinjected

into the reservoir after heat extraction.

The key figures of the plant are the

following:

Thermal water temperature: 165 °C

Flow rate: 50-80 l/ s

Electrical output: 4,8 MWe

The drilling depth of the well is around

3.600 meters with harsh thermal water

temperature conditions (~165 °C).

Brine composition

Inside the brine are also present:

Arsenic (As) 15 mg/l

Lead (Pb) ~950 µg/l, 

Antimony (Sb) ~200 µg/l 

New Formulation was selected as the best-in-class scale inhibitor and dispersant product able to deal with traditional

scaling species common also to the oilfield sector and more exotic scales peculiar to geothermal fields; metal sulphides

are known to be very difficult to mitigate by standard chemicals.

New Formulation had provided the following results:

❑ slightly better performance than the reference product in the first scenario

❑ in the second scenario, it is able to inhibit scaling deposition at 5 ppm dosage; in addition, it showed significant

inhibition at 2,5 ppm dosage and the ability to act as dispersant by slowing down deposit formation

❑ in the most challenging scenario with H2S, it demonstrates the capacity of mitigating and dispersing/inhibiting

sulphide scaling species, thus assuring a consistent mass reduction of the exotic metal-rich scale.

After careful selection of chemical actives, to guarantee the lowest environmental impact on the brine, New

Formulation successfully obtained the environmental classification WGK 1.

PRE-SELECTION: Scale risk assesment via software simulation

SCALE INHIBITOR LABORATORY SELECTION

FIRST SCENARIO SECOND SCENARIO

A preliminary scenario was focused on the main scaling deposits occurring in

greater quantities: barium sulphate (BaSO4), calcium sulphate (CaSO4) and calcium

carbonate (CaCO3). Pressure was then fixed at 18 bars, above the Gas Breakout

Pressure (GBO) so that CO2 was always solubilized into the brine feed.

This scenario was dedicated to the analysis of sulphide deposition, found in the

deposits recovered in the geothermic plant, even though Sulphur was never

detected in water or gas analysis, as it is probably under the detection limits.

Lead is present in the formation fluid even if in negligible quantities (~ 950 µg/l).

The source of Sulphur is instead less certain.

FINAL VERIFICATION ON SULPHIDES AND ENVIRONMENTAL CLASSIFICATION

Dynamic Scale Loop apparatus 

Pre-scaling tendency of CaCO3

Pre-scaling tendency of BaSO4

Pre-scaling tendency of PbS Pre-scaling tendency of Sb2S3

Pre-scaling tendency of BaSO4, As2S3

FIRST SCENARIO

Deposit collected on the filter of DSL 

apparatus during the untreated run X-ray deposit analysis: untreated (black curve) 

and with reference (red curve)

SECOND SCENARIO (without H2S) SECOND SCENARIO (with H2S)

Inhibition effects at 2,5 ppm dosage Inhibition effects at variable dosages Inhibition effects with 10 ppm of H2S at a chemical dosage of 10 ppm

This scenario was mainly focused on reproducing the scale tendency of

barium and calcium sulphate, along with calcium carbonate.

The scaling deposition occurred inside the coil, without fouling the filters

To permit the scaling of Sulphur a small amount of H2S was introduced into

the brine (10 ppm), and sulphates were removed, so to avoid sulphate scaling.

In this way we were able to understand whether the selected chemical was

capable to inhibit and disperse the Sulphurs. The working conditions under

evaluation were very critical, considering that the filter was completely

clogged after only 6.800 sec, with a very steep delta pressure trend.

New Formulation was able not only to duplicate the scaling time of the

reference product but also demonstrated excellent inhibition properties in

very critical scenario when Sulphur could lead to precipitation of exotic scale.

The introduction of H2S is a valid assumption that could reproduce with good

accuracy the field conditions for the formation of PbS and other Sulphurs.

This scenario was focused on the scaling tendency of barium sulphate and

secondary species (PbS and other sulphides). Chemical dosages were

progressively reduced through anionic dilutions during the different set

runs, and scaling times were compared with the blank.

The minimum inhibitor concentration (MIC) of the reference product is

equal to 10 ppm, while New Formulation could reach the MIC with half

dosage (5 ppm), providing also inhibition efficiency at 2,5 ppm.

Better dispersion capability of New Formulation could also be gathered

from the smoother ΔP augmentation after ~40.000 sec., a less steep profile

increase that ensures an outstanding delay in the deposit formation

GEOCHEMICAL CONTEXT

Secondary scaling deposits species
Dominant scaling deposits species

The Na-Ca-Cl geothermal brine is highly mineralized and kept constantly above the

Gas Breakout Pressure (GBO) in order to mitigate both calcium carbonate

precipitation and at the same time to decreases CO2 induced corrosion.

Aim of the study was to find a scale inhibitor/dispersant able to tackle more exotic

scale types peculiar to geothermal fields.

Generally speaking, the formation conditions for these types of scaling deposits are

hardly reproducible in laboratory, and the challenge was also to combine efficiency,

thermal stability and low environmental impact.
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